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first recommendation is that you ask your burning program
whether it supports "Custom Presets." See here for how to

find out how to do that. (Important note: If the burning
program you're using has a Windows XP, Vista, or 7-style

interface, you'll probably have to use Control Panel to check
out this option. If it has an OS X interface, like Homebrew

does, then it should be right there in the Preferences menu. If
it's a Unix-based program and you use the "Archive Utility,"

then you'll have to use the utility's preferences.) Once you've
identified "Custom Presets," you should be able to create a

desired preset and then use that preset to burn your movies.
The preset will tell the program "how" to burn the movie (and

it'll tell the program which video encoder to use for the
format, what to do to minimize compression artifacts, how to

adjust the volume, and so on). Once you've identified the
desired preset, you'll be able to use it for your movies, in the
same way that you use any other preset in your disc burning
program. I strongly recommend that you also use the "Make
disk" menu from your burning program, rather than trying to
manually write to your disk. I'm not familiar with your burning
program, but it's likely that the "Make disk" menu would give

you some flexibility in how you handle the various steps of
the burning process. In particular, it's possible that you could
use the "Make disk" menu to specify how often you want the
program to write the DVD (maybe every minute, or maybe

once per title), or whether you want it to automatically pause
the recording for a few seconds at the end of a DVD title (and
whether it should do that every time it finishes recording or

just in some special cases), for example. After India's surgical
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